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Six String Slaughter is a relatively new and upcoming Danish metal act, formed in 2007. Line-up
contains three members that were previously active in Corpus Mortale, Ironfire, Human Machine,
Granhammer, Deadicated and PsyCoFive. So, we are dealing here with high-class musicians that
are ready to sacrifice for what it takes to make this band succeed.
The Next Slaughter is another EP from this hard-hitting Danish trio, containing six well-played and
perfectly balanced songs. Band’s previous EP The World Slaughter gained a lot of attention and
respect from our domestic media and fans, but I see The Next Slaughter as even bigger step in the
right direction, to establish the name of Six String Slaughter on the overcrowded scene. It is clear to
me that the band paid a close attention to every aspect and detail, esp. the song-writing and
production. It seems like they’ve matured as a band and individually, while still being true to the
philosophy of ‘old-school brutality with contemporary finesse’.
The band incorporates some fine and catchy melodies and a lot of groove to their music. Their
unique blend of Thrash and Death metal is nice and addictive. Lyrically the band is dealing with
suffering, death and mostly with socially aware subjects; the failure of the system and society etc.
“Emotional Darkness” is the song that maybe best exemplifies the things I mentioned before, being
a politically aware track that also has this needed diversity in the arrangements.
Despite of all obvious qualities, I would recommend you to give this EP more than one spin in your
player. I felt like The Next Slaughter reveals new aspects and emotions with each listening.
One could even argue that Six String Slaughter doesn’t offer anything new or innovative to the
scene, but it is very hard to be original nowadays. As long as SSS can kick ass and deliver deadly
sonic assault like on this latest EP arrival, then I’m all glad. I’m very much looking forward to hear
their full-length debut, scheduled to get released later this spring..
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